Given d row vectors of n tropical numbers, d < n, the tropical Stiefel map constructs a version of their row space, whose Plücker coordinates are tropical determinants. We explicitly describe the fibers of this map. From the viewpoint of matroid theory, the tropical Stiefel map defines a generalization of transversal matroids in the valuated context, and our results are the valuated generalizations of theorems of Brualdi and Dinolt, Mason and others on the set of all set families that present a given transversal matroid. We show that a connected valuated matroid is transversal if and only if all of its connected initial matroids are. The duals of our results describe complete stable intersections via valuated strict gammoids.
Introduction
A linear subspace of a vector space can be described in several ways: as a row space of a matrix A; as the set of solutions of a system of linear equations; by its Plücker coordinates, which are the maximal minors of A; or others besides. In tropical mathematics, the objects defined in each of these ways no longer coincide. It is the Plücker perspective that has become accepted as defining tropical linear spaces. The vectors that serve as Plücker coordinate vectors in tropical geometry were introduced by Dress and Wenzel [17] , who named them valuated matroids.
Using the operations of the tropical semifield, the counterpart of the row space, i.e. the set of all (R ∪ {∞})-linear combinations of a set of tropical vectors, is the tropical convex hull, an object which has been intensely studied from many points of view [1, 3, 12, 16, 25, 29, 42] . Tropical convex hulls are usually not tropical linear spaces at all: [46, Theorem 16 ] describes when they are. But there is a bridge between the two classes of object, the tropical Stiefel map [21] . The tropical Stiefel map provides a tropical linear space containing a given tropical convex hull (Corollary 3.13) . If the tropical convex hull is r-dimensional and defined by r + 1 points, then the tropical Stiefel map provides an r-dimensional tropical linear space, which is smallest possible.
The combinatorics of the tropical Stiefel map is governed by transversal matroids. Let A = { {A 1 , . . . , A d } } be a multiset of subsets of a finite set E. Edmonds and Fulkerson [19] observed that the set of subsets J ⊆ E which form a transversal of A, i.e. such that there is an injection f : J → {1, . . . , d} with j ∈ A f (j) for each j ∈ J, are the independent sets of a matroid. A matroid M arising in this way is called a tranversal matroid, and A is called a presentation of M . If M is transversal then it has a presentation where d equals the rank of M ; we will restrict our attention to presentations of this size.
As Edmonds explained [18] , the set system A can be represented as a boolean d × n matrix A, where n = |E|, and then M is obtained from A by formally computing its maximal minors within the boolean semifield, where addition is OR and multiplication is AND. Encoding true as 0 and false as ∞ makes this a (min-plus) tropical computation, which can then be extended by allowing any tropical numbers as matrix entries. We define a transversal valuated matroid V to be the vector of tropical maximal minors of a d × n matrix A of tropical numbers, and we call the multiset of rows of A a presentation of V . The function that computes V from A is the tropical Stiefel map, and the tropical linear space dual to V is called a Stiefel tropical linear space in [21] . The name "Stiefel" reflects the above matrix analogy: the space of tropical matrices maps to the space of valuated matroids just as the non-compact Stiefel manifold of d × n matrices of rank d (i.e. not necessarily orthogonal d-frames) maps to the Grassmannian of d-planes in n-space.
Mason [35] gave a characterization of transversal matroids (Proposition 5.9). Shortly thereafter, Brualdi and Dinolt [11, Theorem 5.2.6] described all presentations of a given transversal matroid M as follows (we reformulate it as Proposition 3.15). There is a unique maximal presentation of M , which consists of τ M (F ) copies of E \ F for each flat F of M , where τ M (F ) is computed by a recurrence (3.1) on the lattice of flats. Any presentation { {E \ F 1 , . . . , E \ F d } } is ob-tained from the maximal one by deleting relative coloops in a way that doesn't contravene Hall's theorem, i.e. that satisfies cork( i∈I F i ) ≤ |I| (1.1)
for every I ⊆ {1, . . . , d}, where cork(J) = d − rk(J) is the corank function.
In this work we give an explicit description of the fibers of the tropical Stiefel map, which is a direct generalization of Brualdi and Dinolt's result.
Theorem 1.1 (Synopsis of Theorem 5.7). Each nonempty fiber of the tropical Stiefel map is the orbit of a fan in the space of d × n tropical matrices under the action of S d permuting the rows.
The apex of the fan corresponds to the unique maximal presentation of Brualdi and Dinolt. Apart from a d-dimensional lineality space spanned by the zero-one indicator vectors of rows, all rays of the fan are in coordinate directions, and the sets of rays that form faces are governed by "local" counterparts of (1.1). Theorem 1.1 mirrors the classical fact that the non-compact Stiefel manifold is a principal GL d bundle over the Grassmannian. The only invertible matrices of tropical numbers are the generalized permutation matrices, those which have exactly one finite entry in every row and column, forming a group isomorphic to R S d . Our theorem implies that the space of d × n tropical matrices without too many infinities (Remark 3.2) has a deformation retract onto the Minkowski sum of the set of apices and the lineality space, which is a ramified R S d bundle over its image. The ramification arises because an apex can have equal rows. It remains an open question to describe the topology of the image of the tropical Stiefel map; the above bundle perspective suggests a possible approach.
In [21] a necessary condition for a valuated matroid V to be transversal was given (Proposition 3.6). Assuming for convenience that V is connected, the condition is that if V is transversal, all connected initial matroids of V must be transversal. The initial matroids are those whose polytopes appear in the subdivision induced by V . We obtain a converse.
Theorem 1.2 (Theorem 5.14). A connected valuated matroid is transversal if and only if all of its connected initial matroids are transversal.
What about solutions to systems of linear equations? The solutions of a single tropical linear equation form a tropical hyperplane. Set-theoretic intersections of two or more tropical hyperplanes need not be tropical linear spaces. Minimal collections of tropical hyperplanes whose intersection is a given tropical linear space are studied by Yu and Yuster [46] . However, an altered version of intersection which always produces linear spaces, stable intersection, is well known in tropical geometry. Its first appearance was as the fan displacement rule of Fulton and Sturmfels [24] . Stable intersection is dual to the tropical Stiefel map; in the language of matroids, we dualize the transversal matroids to strict gammoids (Section 3.5). Their valuated counterparts are presented by weighted directed graphs akin to the graphs Speyer and Williams use to parametrize the tropical positive Grassmannian [44] . Therefore our main results all have counterparts for stable intersections. Theorem 5.7 explicitly describes the space of all d-tuples of tropical hyperplanes whose stable intersection is a given tropical linear space, and Theorem 5.14 gives a "local" criterion for a tropical linear space to be a tropical stable complete intersection.
In this paper, Section 2 reviews valuated matroids and tropical linear spaces. Section 3 introduces transversality and the Stiefel map, and interprets the former as the {0, ∞}-valued case of the latter. The end of the section describes the dual picture. We begin to characterize presentations in Section 4, by bounds on the number of rows chosen from certain regions of the tropical linear space. Section 5 proves the main theorems.
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Valuated matroids and tropical linear spaces
Our main characters in this work are tropical linear spaces, or to give them another of their cryptomorphic names, valuated matroids [17] . We recommend [33, chap. 4 
We distinguish multisets from sets by writing them with doubled braces, like { {0, 0, 1} }.
Tropical numbers and spaces
In the theory of valuated matroids, coordinates are drawn from the set T = R ∪ {∞} of tropical numbers, so we must begin by discussing vectors over T. As a topological space, T is a partial compactification of the Euclidean topology on R by the point ∞. Our infinity is positive, i.e. as a basis of neighbourhoods it has the compactified rays (h, ∞] for h ∈ R. The set T n of vectors of n tropical numbers plays the role of affine n-space in tropical geometry. But we prefer to work in projective space:
where the action of R(1, . . . , 1) is by addition. We often refer to elements of TP n−1 by their coordinates; when we do this we have actually chosen a representative from T n .
For each subset J ⊆ [n], there is an inclusion ι J : R J → T n filling in infinities in the missing coordinates. The images of these maps form a partition of T n . A polyhedron in T n is a set of form Q = ι J (P ) where P is a polyhedron (possibly unbounded) in R J , and · denotes topological closure. A face of Q is the closure in T n of any face of Q ∩ im(ι K ) for some K ⊆ [n]; note that Q ∩ im(ι K ) is a polyhedron in im(ι K ) ∼ = R K in the usual sense. By projection we induce definitions of polyhedra and their faces in TP n−1 .
Remark 2.1. Our choice of R for the invertible tropical numbers is conventional. We expect our theory would still work if a totally ordered group had been chosen which does not embed in R, like R 2 with lexicographic order, but polyhedra become worse behaved in such settings, and so tropical geometry is underdeveloped. See [5, 22, 30] for some first steps.
Valuated matroids
A valuated matroid V on the ground set [n], whose rank is an integer
d , such that at least one V B is not ∞, and for any sets A ∈
, there is more than one index j ∈ C \ A at which V A∪{j} + V C\{j} attains its minimal value. Two such associations V and V define the same valuated matroid if and only if there exists λ ∈ R (not equal to infinity) such that
is really an element of the tropical projective space
The valuated matroid polyhedron of V is
defined up to translation in the last coordinate.
Matroids
A matroid M is a valuated matroid whose Plücker coordinates M B take only the values 0 or ∞. A matroid is therefore determined by the set of sets B ∈
[n] d such that M B = 0. This is the set of bases of the matroid, and we denote it B(M ). The matroid-aware reader can check that our definition of valuated matroid unpacks in this case to the usual symmetric basis exchange axioms for matroids. Given a valuated matroid V , the underlying matroid V of V is the matroid where B ∈ B(V ) if and only if V B < ∞.
A connected component of M is a minimal subset A ⊆ [n] such that |A ∩ B| is the same for all B ∈ B(M ). The connected components of any matroid partition [n] , and a matroid is called connected if the only connected component is [n] .
The matroid polytope of M is
The dimension of P M is equal to d minus the number of connected components of M . The valuated matroid polyhedron P M of a matroid M has the form
which is contained in every basis B ∈ B(M ). Both loops and coloops are connected components of size 1.
If V is a valuated matroid then, for x ∈ R n , let face x ( P V ) be the face of P V on which the linear functional -, (x, −1) is maximized. To use the terminology of [14, Section 2.2.3], the projections of the lower faces face x ( P V ) of P V form a regular subdivision in R n , which we will call P V . All of the faces of P V are matroid polytopes. In fact, if a function
d → T induces a regular subdivision consisting only of matroid polytopes then the function is a valuated matroid. Given a face C of P V , which we can identify as the projection of some lower face of P V , say face x ( P V ), there is a matroid V x such that C = P V x . The matroid V x is known as the initial matroid of V at x. We write M(V ) for the set of all initial matroids of V all of whose loops are loops in V , i.e. matroids whose polytopes are cells of P V not contained in any hyperplane {x j = 0}. 
Matroid constructions
In this subsection we review classical constructions on (valuated) matroids. Given a valuated matroid V on the ground set [n] and of rank d, its dual is the valuated matroid In terms of the polyhedron P V , restricting to J means passing to the face where every coordinate x j for j ∈ [n] \ J is individually minimized; the minimum is x j = 0 if j is not a coloop and x j = 1 if it is. Dually, contracting J means passing to the face where every coordinate x j for j ∈ [n] \ J is individually maximized; the maximum is x j = 1 if j is not a loop and x j = 0 if it is.
Given two matroids M 1 and M 2 , of ranks d 1 and d 2 on the disjoint ground sets E 1 and E 2 and respectively, the direct sum M 1 ⊕ M 2 is a matroid on the ground set E 1 ∪ E 2 where
In terms of polytopes we have that
is not a loop then P M/j is the same as the intersection of P M with the hyperplane {x j = 1}. If j is not a coloop then P M |E\j is the same as the intersection of P M with the hyperplane {x j = 0}.
Tropical linear spaces
The (projective) tropical linear space associated to a valuated matroid V is
The set L = L(V ) can be given the structure of a polyhedral complex in multiple ways. When V is a matroid, two of these have been much discussed in the literature. They are distinguished in [20] as the Bergman fan and the nested set complex, and in [4] as the "coarse subdivision" and the "fine subdivision" respectively. Our arguments use the valuated generalization of the Bergman fan structure, which we introduce in this section. The name of the Bergman fan recognizes Bergman's work [6] . We will say what the nested set complex is after Proposition 2.6.
Let J be the set of nonloops of V . Define
This is a subcomplex of the restriction of the normal fan of P L(V |J) to
The set L • is nonempty, and so L is nonempty unless rk V = 0 (in which case the point (∞, . . . , ∞) discarded by the quotient in Proposition 2.3 was the only point). The polyhedral complex structure of L is determined by the faces in L • : the interiors of these faces are the sets of points x ∈ R J such that the matroid (V |J) x is constant. The complex L is pure of dimension d − 1. For any initial matroid M of V which has the same set of loops as V , we write L M for its corresponding cell, that is: The polytopes in the subdivision induced by V that correspond to loopless matroids are the two square pyramids, the square separating the pyramids and the four triangles which are inside each of the hyperplanes x i = 1 for i ∈ [4] . Figure 1 shows a picture of the associated linear space.
Flats
Given a subset J ⊆ [n], we define e J = j∈J e j and e J by
We denote the set of flats of M by F(M ). Translating the definition, we see that F is a flat of M if and only if F contains all loops of M and every element j ∈ [n] that is not a loop is contained in some basis B ∈ B(M ) whose intersection with F has maximum size.
The set F(M ) is a ranked lattice of rank d under set inclusion. If F is a flat, we define its rank rk(F ) and corank cork(F ) to be the number of flats contained in F , respectively containing F , in any (i.e. each) maximal chain of flats of which F is a member. For an arbitrary set J ⊆ [n], not necessarily a flat, there is a unique smallest flat of M containing it, called the closure of J, and denoted cl(J). The rank and corank of J are defined to be the rank and corank of its closure. This can be translated to the usual definition of rank: the rank of J is the maximum size of its intersection with a basis. Note that
there is a unique largest cyclic set of M contained in it, called the coclosure of J, and denoted cocl(J).
A cyclic flat is a cyclic set which is a flat. We denote the set of cyclic flats of M by CF(M ).
If J is cyclic then M |J is coloop-free and if J is a flat then M/J is loop-free. For any F ∈ F(M ) the intersection of P M with the hyperplane j∈F x j = rk(F ) is a face of P M and it is the polytope of the matroid M |F ⊕ M/F . Any facet of P M which is in the interior of ∆(d, n) is of this form for a cyclic flat F ∈ CF(M ).
We will use a construction of the set L(M ) in terms of flats throughout. For simplicity we state it in the loopless case.
Proposition 2.6 ([33], Theorem 4.2.6). Let M be a matroid with no loops. Then
The nested set complex of M is the order complex of the lattice of flats, interpreted as a polyhedral complex structure on L(M ) by the above proposition.
Transversality

The tropical Stiefel map
The fibers of the following map π are our main subject.
Definition 3.1 ([21]
). Let A ∈ T d×n be a tropical matrix. The tropical Stiefel map is the map π :
Remark 3.2. The domain of π is the subset of T d×n where at least one injective function j :
Hall's theorem, the only matrices excluded from the domain are those that have a k × (n + 1 − k) submatrix all of whose entries are ∞ for Permuting the rows of A, or adding a scalar to any row, does not change π(A), and therefore neither does left multiplication by any invertible tropical matrix. The first invariance implies that π(A) is determined by the list of the projectivization (lying in TP n−1 ) of each row of A, and the second invariance means that π(A) is determined by the unordered list, i.e. the multiset, of these projectivizations. So we will normally discuss fibers of π in terms of such multisets.
, where A is a matrix whose rows are coordinate vectors for the elements of A.
If we say that a multiset A is a presentation of a tropical linear space L(V ), we mean that it is a presentation of V .
The tropical Stiefel map is not surjective onto the space of valuated matroids. In [21] the name Stiefel tropical linear space was given to tropical linear spaces of the form L(π(A)). In view of Section 3.2, we grant the valuated matroids another name.
Here is a necessary condition for transversality.
Proposition 3.6 (Fink, Rincón [21]). Let V be a transversal valuated matroid. Then every matroid
In Theorem 5.14 we show that this condition is also sufficient.
Remark 3.7. The image of π is always contained in the tropical Grassmanian TropGr(d, n), the tropicalization of the Grassmannian over a field in its Plücker embedding [43] . The matroid of Example 3.17 lies in the tropical Grassmannian for any field, so π does not surject onto TropGr(d, n). Remark 3.8. A family of presentations that have been the focus of much previous work are the pointed presentations, where A has a tropical identity matrix as a maximal submatrix [26, 29, 41] . The unvaluated matroids with pointed presentations are called fundamental transversal matroids [8, Section 3.1] (see also [7, 39] ); by Proposition 4.4, these presentations can be taken to be by {0, ∞} matrices. If V has a pointed presentation A, then all facets of P V share the vertex e J where A J is the identity submatrix. The converse is false: for example, non-fundamental transversal matroids exist. In other words, whereas the Grassmannian Gr(d, K n ) over a field K has an atlas of charts isomorphic to A 
d+d , provided that (V + V ) J < ∞ for some J. Stable sum generalizes matroid union in the special case that the matroid union is additive in rank, for which reason Frenk [23, Section 4.1] calls it the "valuated matroid union". In this language, presentations are decompositions of a valuated matroid as a stable sum of rank 1 valuated matroids. Remark 3.10. A way of looking at the tropical Stiefel map which we do not take up here is in terms of the semimodule theory of T. This viewpoint is adopted in [13] , and is generalized in [36] to the valuated version of Perfect's "induction" of a matroid across a directed graph [37] .
Transversal matroids
We recommend [10] as a general reference for transversal matroids. (j 1 , . . . , j d ) is the classical notion of transversal of a set system. Proposition 4.4 will imply that we could have allowed arbitrary A ∈ T d×n in Definition 3.11, not just A ∈ {0, ∞} d×n . The same set of (unvaluated) matroids will be obtained.
We caution readers of the literature on transversal matroids that most authors allow the set system presenting a rank d matroid to contain more than d sets. These authors would say that all our presentations are "of rank d".
Points in presentations
The search for transversal presentations of a tropical linear space L is helpfully delimited by the fact that all elements of a presentation must lie in L. This is essentially the tropical Cramer rule [2, 40] , but the proof is short so we include it for convenience.
Proof. Write the presentation as a matrix A ∈ T d×n . Define an expanded matrix A (i) whose first d rows agree with A and whose (d+1)st row equals its ith row. Given a set C ∈ 
The set of presentations of a matroid
In the matroid case, Lemma 3.12 asserts that any point in an presentation of a transversal matroid M by points with {0, ∞} coordinates has the form e F where F is a flat of M . In terms of set systems, the sets which may appear are the complements [n] \ F of the flats. Given this, to characterize the presentations of M is to determine when a multiset of d flats of M constitutes the complements of a presentation of M . This problem was solved by Brualdi and Dinolt [11] who proved that every transversal matroid M has a unique maximal presentation and showed how to derive all other presentations from it. To describe the unique maximal presentation they use an algorithm which we now discuss.
Let µ be the Möbius function on the lattice of cyclic flats CF(M ).
If τ is non-negative, we can consider the multiset of cyclic flats DF(M ) where each F ∈ CF(M ) has multiplicity τ (F ). Brualdi calls this the distinguished family of cyclic flats [10, p. 77] . 
. , A d } } is a presentation if and only if the complements are flats
At the heart of this paper is the idea of generalizing the above result to valuated matroids.
The literature contains several statements similar or equivalent to the above. Below we describe another reformulation of Proposition 3.14 as a precise bijection between integer vectors and presentations. See for example Bonin [8] for more detail on the equivalence. 
Notice that if M is a transversal matroid, extending τ to be 0 for every non-cyclic flat yields a solution of the integer program in Proposition 3.15. This is the minimal such function in the following sense: if β is a solution of this system for some matroid M , then by Proposition 3.14 we have that for every F ∈ CF(M )
Testing if M is transversal can be done by checking whether τ satisfies inequalities (3.2) and (3.3). Another test for transversality, Proposition 5.9, was provided by Mason and Ingleton.
The above discussion shows that every unvaluated presentation of M can be obtained from the maximal presentation by replacing some elements e F with e G where cocl(G) = F . Coclosure is a decreasing operation, so the maximal presentation is the one with a maximum set of zero coordinates, i.e. it is maximum in the usual sense when viewed as a set system or a graph. For any flat G of M we have cocl(G) = G \ J where J is the set of coloops of M |G. Therefore, every unvaluated presentation of M is obtained from the maximal presentation by adding relative coloops to the flats chosen. [38] . \ {12, 34, 56}, does not correspond to a transversal valuated matroid.
Similar reasoning shows that no rank 2 matroid with three or more nontrivial parallel classes has a transversal presentation. This provides one proof that the tree formed by the bounded faces of a Stiefel tropical linear space of rank 2 is a path. Figure 2 exhibits an example of a tropical linear space without this property.
Strict gammoids and stable intersections
d+d −n , provided that there exists some J for which the above formula yields (V ∩ stable V ) J < ∞.
In particular, for such a valuated matroid to exist we must have d + d ≥ n. By comparing this definition to Remark 3.9, we see that stable intersection is dual to stable sum, in the sense that
in general this containment can be strict (for example, whenever V = V ).
In terms of matroids, the dual of a transversal matroid is commonly known as a strict gammoid. We allow a path to be zero edges long. The first sentence of Proposition 3.20 is due to Mason [34] , the second to Ingleton and Piff [27] .
Our work provides a valuated version of strict gammoids. Consider a weighted directed graph Γ = ([n], E) where E is now a weight function E : [n] 2 → T which is 0 on the diagonal, and let J ⊆ [n] be a subset of size d. Given a linking from a set B to J, the weight of that linking is the sum of the weights of all of the edges used in that linking. In particular π(A ) = π(A), so V is the valuated matroid associated to Γ. Theorem 5.14 implies that these are exactly the valuated matroids that correspond to stable intersections of tropical hyperplanes.
Characterizing presentations by regions
In this section, we characterize presentations of a valuated matroid V in terms of bounds on the number of points which may lie in certain regions of L(V ).
Our first step is to generalize Proposition 3.15, which characterizes unvaluated presentations of matroids, to describe presentations of unvaluated matroids by points with unrestricted tropical coordinates. In this case, the regions we invoke can be seen as generalizing the ranges of summation in inequalities (3.3) and (3.4).
We begin by defining relative support. This is essentially the same notion as covectors in the theory of tropical hyperplane arrangements [3, Section 3] . The covector of a point is the list of complements of its relative supports with respect to the apex of each tropical hyperplane. Note that addition of a scalar multiple of (1, . . . , 1) to the coordinates of a point does not affect its relative support, so the relative support is well defined. If x has a fixed vector of affine coordinates (x 1 , . . . , x n ) ∈ T n , then we say that the supportive choice of affine coordinates (y 1 , . . . , y n ) for y, with respect to (x 1 , . . . , x n ), is the one which achieves min j (y j − x j ) = 0. In terms of supportive coordinates, Definition 4.1 becomes
. By definition of L, we have that rs 0 (y) ∈ F(M ) for every y ∈ L. So for each flat F ∈ F(M ) we define the region
In supportive coordinates with respect to the zero vector, R 0 (F, L) consists of all the points which have positive entries in the coordinates indexed by F . Similarly, for each cyclic flat F ∈ CF(M ) we define another region
where F is a flat in the first line, and a cyclic flat in the second. Now suppose there is a cyclic flat F ∈ CF(M ) that violates condition (2). As we already proved condition (1) is satisfied, we can assume σ ∞ (A, F ) < cork(F ) = k. Then there are d − k + 1 rows with finite entries in the columns corresponding to F . Assume there is a matching of the submatrix of F with these rows. Then any matching of the whole matrix can be used to get a matching that uses the columns of F in all of those d − k + 1 rows by exchanging the entries. This is a contradiction to the rank of F ; so no such matching exists, and there must be a violation of Hall's condition. Let I be the violating subset of rows of size m, so that there are at most m − 1 columns with which elements of I can be matched. Let j be one of those columns. Because F is cyclic there should be a matching of d − k rows to F − j. So there is a row i corresponding to a point in R ∞ (F, L) which is not used in this matching. Then I − i has access to at most ≤ m − 2 columns of F − j, which is a contradiction to the matching.
Proposition 4.2. Let M be a transversal matroid, L = L(M ) and
A 1 , . . . , A d ∈ L. Then A = { {A 1 ,
. . . , A d } } is a presentation of M if and only if the following conditions hold:
We now do the other direction. Assume conditions (1) and (2) are satisfied. Because A i ∈ L, we have rs 0 (A i ) ∈ F(M ). Consider the initial matroid M = π(A) 0 , that is, the matroid whose bases are given by the entries where π(A) is 0. This M is transversal, and Condition (1) implies that all independent sets in M are also independent sets in M (see Lemma 4.4 in [11] ). This means that for each B ∈ B(M ) there is a matching on the 0 entries of A, so that B ∈ M . Now let B ∈ We now turn our attention to the more general case L = L(V ) where V is any valuated matroid. The following definition helps us pass to the Bergman fan case.
Proposition 4.4. Let M ∈ M(V ) be a coloop-free matroid, not necesarily connected, and let x be a point in the relative interior of L
The basic idea of the proof is a primal-dual technique as used in the Hungarian method for the assignment problem [32] . The corresponding arguments in [21] are Propositions 5.5 and 5.9.
Proof. Let A ∈ T d×n be the matrix whose ith row consists of A i written in supportive coordinates with respect to x. We have that L(π(A)) equals L − x, the tropical linear space L translated so that x is at the origin. Tropically exponentiating (i.e. classically multiplying) each entry of A by t transforms L−x by a classical homothety centered at the origin of factor t, so L(π(A t )) = t(L − x). When t → ∞, we have that A t → Z x (A) where Z x (A) is the matrix where the row i is given by Z x (A i ). It also attains when . This matching must use an entry of A , meaning that there is an element j ∈ J such that σ(j ) ∈ I. Let G be the graph where you add to G the vertex j and the edge (σ(j ), j ). As G is connected, then there is a path Γ from j to j. The matching given by σ does not use consecutive edges. By replacing each edge used by σ in Γ by the edge that follows it, we get a matching σ from B −i∪j to [d] . But the weight of this matching is less than that of σ as we replaced a strictly positive entry A σ(j ),j by zero. This contradicts the minimality of π(A) B .
When we look at general tropical linear spaces, we have to define the regions R 0 and R ∞ more carefully. They will now have three parameters: the tropical linear space L = L(V ), a point x ∈ L and a flat F ∈ F(M ) such that the relative interior of L M contains x. Before we define these regions, we provide the following lemma which explains why it still makes sense to take flats as parameters. 
and, whenever F ∈ CF(M ),
Observe that when M is a matroid, the regions R 0 (F, 0, L(M )) and
) has positive entries in F when written in supportive coordinates with respect to 0 and any y ∈ R 0 (F, x, L(M )) must have coordinates larger than x in F . As x can have arbitrarily large coordinates in F , any
where F is a flat of M in the first line, and a cyclic flat of M in the second. ∈ F and j ∈ F we have y j ≤ y j when written in the supportive coordinates with respect to (fixed coordinates for)
We will need the following lemma whose proof is straightforward from the definition of Z x . (2) is not satisfied, it means that one of those points is in 
Lemma 4.7. Let M ∈ M(V ) be a coloop-free matroid and let x ∈ L M lie in a coloop-free face M . For F ∈ F(M ) we have that
Z −1 x (R ∞ (F, 0, L(M ))) = R 0 (F, x, L).
Proof. By Proposition 4.4 we have that Z x (A) is a presentation of L(M ). Then by Proposition 4.2 there are at most cork
which is a contradiction.
Conversely, suppose A satisfies conditions (1) and (2). Let A be the matrix which has A as its rows, so what we have to prove is that π(A) = V . For any connected matroid M , we have that
The matrix we obtain by concatenating all of these presentations coincides in its finite entries with A. As the finite Plücker coordinates of L(M ) + v L M agree with V up to adding a scalar, the difference between any pair of Plücker coordinates of π(A) both indexed by elements of B(M ) has the value called for by V . Because the incidence graph of edges and maximal cells in P V is connected, we conclude that all finite Plücker coordinates of π(A) agree with V up to a single global scalar.
Let B be a nonbasis of V . Consider a facet Q of P V such that e B fails to satisfy its defining inequality. Let P M be one of the maximal cells of P V which have a facet contained in Q, and let F be the cyclic flat that defines that facet. Then |B ∩ F | > rk M (F ). As the polytope of P M/F ⊕M |F is in the boundary of P V , we have
have ∞ entries in the coordinates corresponding to F . Because of (2) for M and F , there are cork(F ) elements of
. So at most rk M (F ) of the rows of A contain a finite entry in a column indexed by B ∩ F . This is a violation of Hall's condition, so there is no matching for B using finite entries of A. So π(A) B = ∞.
We end this section by using the previous theorem to understand how presentations behave under contractions. Proof. As F ∈ CF(V ), there are coloop-free matroids in M(V ) such that their polytopes are contained in the hyperplane
Condition (2) of Theorem 4.9 applied to any of these matroids implies that there are exactly d − k points of A with ∞ in the F coordinates, because the cells of L corresponding to these cells extend to infinity in the e F direction. Let A F ⊆ A be the multiset of those points.
For every coloop-free matroid in M ∈ M(V /F ) there is a coloopfree matroid M ∈ M(V ) such that M/F = M and P M ⊆ H F . In particular, F ∈ CF(M ). For every point x ∈ L(V /F ) M there is a point x ∈ L M which coincides with x in the [n]/F coordinates and is arbitrarily large in the F coordinates. For such points and for any flat F ⊆ F ∈ F(M ) we have that
where ι F again means the inclusion L(V /F ) → L which sets the F coordinates to ∞. As the lattice of flats of M is isomorphic to the interval above F in lattice of flats of M , the conditions that Theorem 4.9 imposes on A F when applied to V are exactly the same as its conditions for presentations of V /F .
The presentation space of L
We begin this section by recalling the τ function as defined in Equation (3.1). A matroid valuation is a valuation in the sense of convex geometry that is defined on the class of matroid polytopes. For more detail, in particular the equivalence of the different ways the last sentence might be interpreted, see [ We prove the lemma by way of an auxiliary function. Let X and r be as above, and let c X,r be the 0-1-valued matroid function which takes value 1 on M if each X i is a cyclic flat of M with rk M (X i ) = r i and 0 otherwise, To prove that c X,r is a valuation, it will suffice to write it as a linear combination of functions s X ,r .
A set J is a cyclic flat of M if and only if there is no j ∈ [n] \ J such that rk(J ∪ {j}) = rk(J) and no j ∈ J such that rk(J \ {j}) = rk(J) − 1. If K ⊇ J, then the assertion rk(K) = rk(J) is equivalent to rk(J ∪ {k}) = rk(J) for each k ∈ K \ J. Therefore the indicator function of the predication "J is a flat of rank r", i.e. "rk(J) = r and there is no j ∈ [n] \ J such that rk(J ∪ {j}) = r", can be written by inclusion-exclusion as
Repeating the same argument in the dual allows c (J),(r) (where the two indices are lists of length one) to be written as an alternating sum of terms s (I,J,K),(r−|J|+|I|,r,r) . We thus have
where the sum is over choices of sets I i ⊆ X i and K i ⊇ X i for each i. Submodularity implies that if rk(K) = rk(J) for some K ⊆ J, then also rk(K ∪ L) = rk(J ∪ L) for every L disjoint from K. Therefore, for any term of (5.1) in which K i ⊆ X i+1 for some i < k, with j ∈ X i+1 \ K i , inserting j into or removing it from K k gives another term which is equal with opposite sign. So we may cancel these terms, and by repeating the argument in the dual we may impose on the index set of the sum (5.1) the further conditions K i ⊆ X i+1 and I i ⊇ X i−1 . We have furthermore that any term with K i ⊆ I i+1 is zero, because if j ∈ K i \ I i+1 , submodularity is violated at X i ∪ {j} and X i+1 \ {j}. Thus we can impose the condition K i ⊆ I i+1 on (5.1) as well. Under this condition all the sets in the indices form a single chain and we have
which is a valuation. This establishes that c X,r (M ) is a valuation.
We can now prove the lemma. By Philip Hall's theorem, the Möbius function µ(F , 1) is a sum over the chains of cyclic flats from F to 1 in CF, with a chain of length i weighted (−1) i . Therefore µ(F , 1) cork(F ) can be written as a linear combination of the c X,r running over all chains of sets X = (X 0 = F , . . . , X k = [n]) and all tuples r = (r 0 , . . . , r k ), the coefficient of c X,r being r 0 (−1) k . We conclude M → τ M (∅) is a valuation.
We want to prove the converse of Proposition 3.6, so we say that V has transversal facets if it satisfies that proposition's conclusion, that is, if all of its facets P V correspond to polytopes of transversal matroids. Define
All of the matroids in this set index cells of P V . 
by setting the coordinates corresponding to F to be ∞. (p 1 , . . . , p t ) ∈ L(M ) t such that rs 0 (p i ) are independent flats and there is a presenta-
Finally we define the presentation space Π(L) of L to be the orbit of 
The presentation fan φ(M 1 ) consists of two rays, one in direction e 1 and the other in direction e 2 while φ(M 2 ) has its rays going in direction e 3 and e 4 . Figure 1 shows φ L (M 1 ) in blue and φ L (M 2 ) in red. The presentation space Π(L) consists of the S 2 orbit of the product of these fans, in other words, We begin the proof of Theorem 5.7 with the easier inclusion.
Proposition 5.8. Let V be a transversal valuated matroid. If
Proof. Let A be a presentation of V and let M ∈ DM(V ). 
For the other direction of Theorem 5.7, we begin by recalling the following characterization of transversal matroids in its form due to Ingleton [28] . Essentially the same characterization, but quantifying over all cyclic sets, was given earlier by Mason [35] . 
Notice that for k = 2, this is the submodularity axiom of the rank function. We also remark that on substituting rk(J) = d − cork(J) in the above inequality, the d terms cancel out, and therefore a formally identical inequality is true where rk is replaced by cork and ≤ by ≥. 
To motivate this definition, note that it is a necessary condition for a presentation of M that the complements of its members be a pseudopresentation (see Proposition 3.14). The following lemma says that if a pseudopresentation fails to be the complements of a presentation, then the failure is "local", that is, there is a distinguished cyclic flat F such that the G i which extend F were poorly chosen. 
• cork Let k be the number of different elements of {cocl(G i ) : i ∈ I} and without loss of generality let that set be {F 1 , . . . , F k }. For j ∈ [k] let I j = {i ∈ I : cocl(G i ) = F j } and let m j = |I j |. The I j clearly partition I so we have that
x is a coloop of some G i , so in particular it is a coloop in K. Therefore we have that
For every i ∈ I 1 we have that K ⊂ G i , so
As we assume (F 1 , I 1 , ∅) do not satisfy the conditions of the lemma (for (F, I, J) in the statement), we have that
Similarly as before, we assume the conditions of the lemma are not satisfied for (F j , I j , J j ). By inclusion-exclusion, we have that
On the other hand we have
So by assumption we get
Adding all bounds for the m j and using Proposition 5.9 we get:
which is a contradiction, as we assumed |I| > cork(K). The construction of the path is iterative, starting with M 0 . Let (M, F ) be the last matroid and flat (M j , F j ) constructed, and let H F be the hyperplane
Consider three cases. 
This case is the reverse of the first case, in that (
If rk M (F ) = r, then DF(M ) contains exactly r supersets (possibly not strict) of [n] \ F , which will also be in DF(M ) because the upper intervals above [n] \ F are identical in F(M ) and 
. This means that P M is in the boundary of P V and that the affine span of L M contains e F . In particular L M is unbounded in the e F direction. But then M = M/F is a coloopless matroid with τ M (∅) = τ M (∅) and L M consists of a vertex v with infinity in the coordinates corresponding to F . In particular, the multiplicity of v in DA is τ (M ), and we have rs x (v) = F and in particular cocl M (rs x (v)) = F . So in this case our path terminates.
Finally, we argue that the path M 0 , . . . , M k terminates. Each member M j+1 except possibly the last is of the form V x j+1 where x j+1 = x j + λe F j where λ > 0. We have that S = F j+1 \ F j consists of coloops of the restriction M j+1 |(S ∪ F j+1 ). In Case 2, this implies that S is independent in M j+1 , and therefore that S is a set of coloops of M j |(S ∪ F j ). This property also propagates backwards in Case 1. Therefore, the union U = ∪ k j=0 F j consists of F 0 together with coloops of M 0 |U . Because M 0 is coloop-free, U is a subset of some hyperplane H containing F 0 , excluding an element of the ground set. Therefore, in supportive coordinates with respect to x 0 , the x coordinate is constant and the coordinates in H are nondecreasing. Figure 4 shows the presentation fan of each distinguished matroid: the fan from x 1 is the cone over the boundary of a square and the fan from x 2 is the cone over the boundary of a triangle, while the fan from x 3 is the single point x 3 . So any matrix A ∈ π −1 (V ) must have one row in the red zone, another row in the blue zone and a third row lying exactly at the green point.
